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Abstract

In 1953, Ter-Mikaelian predicted that the bremsstrahlung of low energy pho-

tons in a medium is suppressed because of interactions between the produced

photon and the electrons in the medium. This suppression occurs because

the emission takes place over on a long distance scale, allowing for destruc-

tive interference between di�erent instantaneous photon emission amplitudes.

We present here measurements of bremsstrahlung cross sections of 200 keV

to 20 MeV photons produced by 8 and 25 GeV electrons in carbon and gold

targets. Our data shows that dielectric suppression occurs at the predicted

level, reducing the cross section up to 75% in our data.
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When a high energy electron emits a low energy photon by bremsstrahlung, the emission

takes place over a long distance. In 1953, Ter-Mikaelian [1] pointed out that because of this,

in a medium, bremsstrahlung of low energy photons can be suppressed. The suppression

occurs because the photon production amplitude, taken over the length of the formation

zone, can lose coherence because of the photon wavefunction phase shift due to the dielectric

constant of the medium. This e�ect, known as the dielectric e�ect or the longitudinal density

e�ect, suppresses the bremsstrahlung of photons with energies k much less than the electron

energy E. This suppression is important because it cuts o� the bremsstrahlung photon

spectrum at low energies, removing the infrared divergence in real materials. It also a�ects

the magnitude of radiative corrections to many processes. Previous experimental work on

this e�ect has been inconclusive [2]. We present here measurements of bremsstrahlung

spectra that con�rm the longitudinal density e�ect.

Dielectric suppression occurs because the photon emission takes place over a �nite dis-

tance, known as the formation zone length. This zone may be thought of in several ways.

It is the distance required for the electron and photon to separate enough (one electron

Compton wavelength) to be considered separate particles. It is also the size of the virtual

photon exchanged between the electron and the nucleus. Its length is given by the uncer-

tainty principle applied to the momentum transfer between the electron and nucleus. For

k � E, this momentum transfer is given by [1] [3]
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If the interaction occurs in a medium, then photon interactions with the electrons in the

the medium modify the relationship between the photon momentum p and energy k from

k = pc to

p

�k = pc where � is the dielectric constant of the medium. For energies k larger

than the atomic binding energies of the target electrons,
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k

2
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2

(4)

where k
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p

and !
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q

4�NZe

2

=m is the plasma frequency of the medium. Here, N is

the number of atoms per unit volume, Z is the atomic number, and e is the electric charge.

In particle language, the photon coherently forward Compton scatters o� the electrons in

the target, introducing a phase shift into the wave function. If the phase shift, accumulated

over the formation zone length, is large enough, coherence is lost.

With this addition, the momentum transfer becomes
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The formation length is then
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Because the electron path length that can contribute coherently to a single bremsstrahlung

interaction is reduced, photon emission is reduced. The emission probability is proportional

to the pathlength that can contribute coherently to the emission, so the suppression S is

given by the ratio of the in-material to vacuum formation lengths:

S =

k

2

k
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+ (k
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2

(9)

For k < k

p

, bremsstrahlung is signi�cantly reduced. This happens for k < rE, where

r = k

p

=m is a material dependent constant. For typical metals, k

p

� 60 � 80 eV, so

r � 10

�4

. Table 1 gives r for the targets used here.
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In the absence of any suppression, the Bethe-Heitler spectrum [6] applies. It is infrared

divergent with a dN=dk � X

0

=k, where X

0

is the radiation length. For dielectric suppression,

the photon spectrum is suppressed by (k=rE)

2

, changing the Bethe Heitler spectrum to

dN=dk � k.

With this suppression, the usual infrared divergence disappears, and the total cross

section is �nite. The total cross section depends on the target electron density and the

possible presence of other suppression mechanisms; in metals it is about 10 photons per

radiation length. This cuto� can also reduce the magnitude of radiative corrections involving

external soft photon lines.

In addition to the longitudinal density e�ect, the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal e�ect can

suppress bremsstrahlung from very high energy electrons [4] [5]. Since both e�ects limit the

formation zone length, the e�ects are not independent and the suppression factors cannot

simply be multiplied. Migdal provided a prescription to combine the two e�ects [5]; his

approach is used here. To minimize the contribution from LPM suppression, this analysis

will concentrate on carbon targets, which exhibit relatively little LPM suppression at the

energies studied here. For the targets used here, the maximumphoton energies which exhibit

LPM suppression in 8 and 25 GeV beams, k

LPM8

and k

LPM25

, are given in Table 1.

Where LPM suppression dominates, there can be a large correction for surface interac-

tions [7]. If an interaction occurs near a target surface, the formation zone can stick out

of the target, reducing the phase shift, and hence the suppression. However, for k < k

p

,

where dielectric suppression is large, the formation zone is greatly shortened. Therefore,

the dielectric e�ect reduces the magnitude of the `edge e�ect' corrections that are required

where LPM suppression is large.

The longitudinal density e�ect is closely related to transition radiation. Transition ra-

diation occurs within one formation zone of the target surfaces, and has a spectrum that

extends up to photon energies of k

p

[8]. Experimentally, the bremsstrahlung and transition

radiation are indistinguishable, and can only be separated by varying target thicknesses.

We have studied the longitudinal density e�ect in experiment SLAC-E-146 at End Sta-
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TABLE I. Table I. Target Z, X

0

, thickness in X

0

, photon energy ratio for dielectric suppression,

and maximum photon energies at which LPM suppression is present, for 8 and 25 GeV electron

beams.

Target Z X

0

(cm) thickness(X

0

) r k

LPM25

(MeV) k

LPM8

(MeV)

6% X

0

C 6 18.8 0.060 5:5� 10

�5

8.5 0.85

2% X

0

C 6 18.8 0.021 5:5� 10

�5

8.5 0.85

6% X

0

Au 79 0.34 0.059 1:1� 10

�4

500 51.2

tion A at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center [9] [10]. Electrons with energies of 8 and

25 GeV entered the End Station, and interacted in several target materials. Produced pho-

tons were detected in a bismuth germanate (BGO) calorimeter 50 meters downstream, while

electrons were magnetically bent downward by 39 mrad into a set of lead glass blocks that

counted electrons. The one electron per pulse, 120 pulses per second electron beam was

generated parasitically during SLC collider operation [11]. To minimize backgrounds, the

electron path upstream of the calorimeter and the photon ight path were kept in vacuum.

The BGO calorimeter comprises 45 crystals in a 7 by 7 array with the corners missing.

Each crystal is 2 cm square and 18 X

0

deep. The calorimeter photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)

detected about 1 photoelectron per 30 keV of energy deposition. For the data discussed here,

the PMT gain was set so that 1 ADC count (250 fC) corresponded to 13 keV. The calorimeter

was calibrated with cosmic ray muons, which deposited an average of 18 MeV per calorimeter

crystal. The cosmic ray absolute energy scale was set by data taken with an identical cosmic

ray trigger, but lower PMT gain. For this lower gain data, the absolute energy scale was

determined using both a direct electron beam and with higher energy bremsstrahlung events

[7]. Where bremsstrahlung data sets taken at the two gains overlapped, the agreement is

good. The calorimeter temperature was monitored throughout the experiment, and the data
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FIG. 1. Front view of the calorimeter, showing the angular cut applied. The slashes represent

synchrotron radiation, while the dots represent bremsstrahlung photons.

were corrected using the measured temperature response.

Below energies of a few MeV, photon interactions in the calorimeter change character.

Unlike the showers that are produced at higher energies, photons dominantly lose energy

by one or more Compton scatterings. Usually, the energy loss was con�ned to one or two

crystals in the calorimeter. To reduce background noise from synchrotron radiation and other

sources, we sum only the energy in a contiguous group of calorimeter crystals. This leads

to a small loss in energy for the case where a photon scatters once and then travels a long

distance before its second interaction. This cluster-�nding procedure, and occasional energy

loss when Compton scattered photons escape from the front of the calorimeter, introduce a

low-energy tail on the calorimeter response function. Because of the additional calibration

step and the energy losses due to leakage, we estimate that the photon energy calibration is

known to 10%.

Our analysis selected bremsstrahlung events containing a photon in the calorimeter plus

a single electron in the lead glass blocks. The largest background was synchrotron radiation

from the spectrometer magnet, which painted a stripe on the calorimeter, extending down-
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ward from the center, as shown in Figure 1. Because the magnet had a large fringe �eld, this

background was quite small for 8 GeV electrons, with a 9 keV critical energy for electrons

pointing at the bottom of the calorimeter, and an average energy deposition of 400 eV. At

25 GeV, the critical energy was 280 keV, and the average energy deposition 40 keV.

Figures 2 compares a selection of our data with the results of Monte Carlo simulations.

We display histograms of the photon energy k from 200 keV up to 20 MeV, plotted so that

the width of the photon energy bins vary logarithmically. There are 25 bins per decade,

giving each bin a width �k=k � 0:09. Logarithmic bins are used so that the Bethe Heitler

1=k spectrum will appear as a at line. In addition to the longitudinal density and LPM

[12] e�ects, the simulation [7] includes the e�ects of multiple photon emission, where one

electron undergoes two independent bremsstrahlung interactions in the course of passing

through the target. This e�ect changes the slope of the Monte Carlo curves. The simulation

also includes transition radiation [8] and allows for the possibility that produced photons

might interact in the target via either pair-production or Compton scattering. Finally, the

code includes a simple simulation of the calorimeter resolution.

Figure 2a shows the data for an 8 GeV beam passing through 6% X

0

of carbon. Pho-

tons from 200 keV to 20 MeV are included, corresponding to 0:22r < k=E < 22r. Three

predictions are shown: Bethe Heitler, a curve with the LPM e�ect only, and a curve that

includes both LPM suppression and the longitudinal density e�ect. Here, the LPM e�ect is

small. Only the LPM plus longitudinal density e�ect curve �ts the data; the other curves

are strongly excluded.

Figure 2b shows the data for an 8 GeV beam passing through 2% X

0

of carbon, with

the same Monte Carlo curves. The data and Monte Carlo curves are atter than in Figure

2a because of the reduced multi-photon pileup. Because of the thinner target, transition

radiation is more visible; it causes the upturn visible in the Monte Carlo and data below 300

keV. Again, only the LPM plus longitudinal density curve �ts the data. The good agreement

between the data and theory leaves little room for additional emission at the target surfaces.

Figure 2c shows data for an 8 GeV beam passing through 6% X

0

of gold. The 200 keV
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FIG. 2. Measurements (with statistical errors only) of the photon spectrum dN=d(logk) from

200 keV to 20 MeV compared with Monte Carlo calculated theoretical curves The cross sections are

given in terms of dN=d(logk)=X

0

where N is the number of photons per energy bin per incident

electron. The photon energy scale is logarithmic with 25 bins per decade, so each bin has a

width �k � 0:0964k. The dashed histogram is the Bethe-Heitler Monte Carlo, the short dashes

show the LPM only prediction and the solid histogram is the LPM plus longitudinal density e�ect

calculation. The �gures are: (a) 8 GeV electrons incident on 6% X

0

carbon; (b) 8 GeV electrons

incident on 2% X

0

carbon. (c) 8 GeV electrons incident on 6% X

0

gold; (d) 25 GeV electrons

incident on 6% X

0

carbon. For the latter, the open and �lled circles represent the data before and

after the angular cut is applied, respectively.
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to 20 MeV photon energy range covers 0:11r < k=E < 11r. Here, LPM suppression is larger

than the longitudinal density e�ect. The curve with both e�ects is strongly preferred. A

prediction based on simplymultiplying the two suppressions together, rather than combining

them as was done here, would be far below the data. Because gold is denser than carbon,

the transition radiation is larger than in the previous �gures, accounting for about 60% of

the LPM plus dielectric e�ect cross section at 200 keV. The predicted total emission is close

to a minimum around 200 keV; at lower energies the transition radiation rises sharply.

Figure 2d shows the 25 GeV data from the 6% X

0

carbon target. The photon energy

range is unchanged; it corresponds to 0:07r < k=E < 7r. At the higher beam energy,

synchrotron radiation is a large background below about 1 MeV. Because of this background,

we show two sets of experimental points, one raw (open circles) , and the other with a cut

which removes most of the synchrotron radiation (solid circles). The cut removes photons

centered in the bottom quarter of the calorimeter, below the diagonal lines in Figure 1.

This cut removes synchrotron radiation, indicated by the hatching in Figure 1, while leaving

75% of the bremsstrahlung signal. Photons on the borderlines were given an appropriate

weighting factor. The cut e�ciency is independent of the photon emission angle. The

independence is important because the suppression is expected to disappear for photons

emitted at angles larger than 1=. Unfortunately, the e�ciency of this cut depends on how

well the beam was centered on the calorimeter. The average deviation from the calorimeter

center, was less than 0.5 cm, corresponding to a 15% systematic error. Data from no-target

runs shows that the cut removes about 80% of the background.

With the cut, the data and LPM plus longitudinal density e�ect Monte Carlo are in good

agreement down to about 500 keV; below this energy an excess remains, consistent with the

expected cut e�ciency. Below about 400 keV, almost all the target induced signal is expected

to be from transition radiation. This plot shows that the dielectric suppression scales with

energy as expected, and further demonstrates that Migdal's method [5] for combining the

longitudinal density e�ect and LPM e�ect works.

The Monte Carlo curves are normalized to match the data, using normalization constants
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found at photon energies of 5 to 500 MeV [7]. In most cases, the data is slightly above the

Monte Carlo predictions; the average shift was about 6%. Except for 25 GeV electrons

incident on the carbon targets, the normalizations found using the data presented here

match those found at higher photon energies. For the carbon targets in 25 GeV beams,

below photon energies of about 10 MeV, the intensity appears lower than the Monte Carlo.

Because this may be due to the target material structure, we use the normalization found

at higher photon energies here.

The points show statistical errors only. The major systematic errors which can vary with

energy are due to: photon cluster �nding (7%), calorimeter nonlinearity (3%), overall energy

calibration (3%), remaining backgrounds (4%), target density uncertainty (2%) and Monte

Carlo inadequacies, mostly in handling the multiphoton pileup (1%). Added in quadrature,

these give a total systematic error of 9%. Data which includes the angular cut has an

additional 15% systematic error.

In conclusion, we observe that the emission of bremsstrahlung of photons with ener-

gies 200 keV to 20 MeV from 8 and 25 GeV electrons is suppressed as predicted by the

longitudinal density e�ect. The e�ect shows the expected energy dependence, and the mag-

nitude is within 10% of that expected. Where both the longitudinal density e�ect and LPM

suppression are present, they combine as predicted by Migdal.

We would like to thank the SLAC Experimental Facilities group for their assistance in

setting up the experiment and measuring the magnetic �eld, the SLAC Accelerator Opera-

tors group for their e�cient beam delivery.
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